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Foreign Exchange Markets and Dodd-Frank Act Transaction Rules
This paper is being submitted by the Financial Markets Lawyers Group (“FMLG”),1 a
group which is sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (the “FRBNY”) and is
composed of lawyers from major institutions that are active in the foreign exchange (“FX”)
market (and related financial markets). The FMLG‟s objectives include fostering efficiency in
the FX market (and related financial markets) by creating a collective understanding of legal
risks and, when possible, diminishing such risks. Since its formation in the late 1980s, the FMLG
has worked to standardize foreign exchange trading documentation, provide a forum for
discussion of legal issues, and publish foreign-exchange-related market Best Practices, among
other things.
Consistent with this objective, the FMLG seeks guidance from the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (the “CFTC”) on certain compliance questions detailed in this paper. The
views expressed in this paper, however, are the views of FMLG members and are not endorsed
by the FRBNY or the Federal Reserve System.
I.

Executive Summary

FX markets are among the deepest and most transparent financial markets in the world,
with estimated average daily turnover of $4.0 trillion and price transparency facilitated by
extensive electronic trading. FX transactions—including, but not limited to, FX swap and
forward transactions (collectively, “FX Transactions”)—support a wide range of vital economic
activities, including those of central banks, corporate end-users, insurance companies and private
and publicly registered funds. Given the size and importance of the FX markets and the diverse
array of FX market participants, certain aspects of the final rules implementing the Dodd-Frank
Act pose challenges for the smooth operation of these markets. FX dealers (“FX Dealers”) are
prepared to comply with all applicable rules under the Dodd-Frank Act but are concerned about
potential market disruptions related to the rules applicable to uncleared FX Transactions,2 which
may arise in connection with the following issues:
Application of the External Business Conduct (“Business Conduct”) Rule to FX prime
brokerage transactions: In light of the unique bifurcated structure of prime brokerage
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transactions, prime brokers and executing dealers should be allowed to allocate Business
Conduct responsibilities to ensure clients receive all of the Rule‟s protections.3
Application of the Dodd-Frank reporting rules to FX prime brokerage transactions:
Again, because of the unique bifurcated structure of prime brokerage transactions,
executing dealers should be required to report swap data repository (“SDR”) data only
for their trades facing prime brokers, while prime brokers should report SDR data only
for their matching trades facing clients. Additionally, in the case of FX Transactions that
are not the subject of the proposed Treasury exemption, real-time reporting, to the extent
applicable, should apply only to executing dealers, not prime brokers.
Delivery of pre-trade mid-market quotes: Given the high volumes, wide usage of
electronic trading platforms and price transparency, pre-trade mid-market quotes for
liquid FX transactions should be deemed delivered to counterparties without any action
by the FX Dealer for highly liquid currency pairings (e.g., G-20 pairings) and for any
other transactions executed on any electronic platform that provides two-sided quotes on
a real-time basis.
Treatment of non-U.S. commodity pool participants in FX Transactions: The CFTC
should (a) harmonize the definition of “U.S. Person” relevant to eligible contract
participant (“ECP”) status to align it with definitions provided in the CFTC‟s Cross
Border Guidance, (b) permit FX Dealers facing non-U.S. Person pools to rely on written
representations or the FX Dealer‟s own verification of a pool‟s foreign status using
alternative reasonable means, provided that the FX Dealer has a reasonable basis to rely
on any such means of verification, and (c) permit verifications of U.S. Person status made
at one point in time to be relied upon thereafter unless the FX Dealer becomes aware the
information is no longer accurate.
II.

Overview: The FX Market’s Role in the Global Economy and FX Market
Structure
A. The FX Market’s depth and importance

Trading in FX products occurs in “one of the most transparent and liquid global trading
markets.”4 Based on the depth, size and stability of these markets, Congress granted the
Secretary of the Treasury authority in the Dodd-Frank Act to exempt FX swap and forward
transactions from the definition of “swap,” thereby removing such transactions from most of the
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requirements of Title VII of the Act.5 In May 2011, the Secretary of the Treasury issued a
proposed determination to grant this exemption based on the “distinctive characteristics” of these
products, since “unlike most other derivatives, foreign exchange swaps and forwards have fixed
payment obligations, are physically settled, and are predominantly short-term instruments.”6
FX Transactions are part of the critical infrastructure supporting international trade,
cross-border investment and M&A, and currency risk-hedging. Central Banks also execute FX
Transactions to adjust foreign currency reserves, influence exchange rates, handle FX
Transactions for government and public sector enterprises, and establish best practice standards
for trading activities. The range of market participants executing FX Transactions is extremely
broad and, in addition to central banks, includes regulated financial institutions, corporate endusers, insurance companies and private and publicly registered funds.
The volume of FX Transactions is extremely large and has been recently estimated by
DTCC for purposes of assessing and preparing the trade submissions to its Global Trade
Repository to be, on a daily volume basis, approximately 7.5 times the combined daily volume of
the Credit, Rates, Equities and Commodities classes.7 The most recent triennial report of the
Bank for International Settlements (the “BIS Report”), published in December 2010, calculated
average daily turnover in FX markets at $4.0 trillion.8
The dollar value of trading activity is matched by very large numbers of FX Transactions.
The Foreign Exchange Committee‟s Semi-Annual FX Volume Survey from October 2011 for
transactions executed in North America (the United States, Canada and Mexico) reports a total
monthly volume of 132,293 distinct FX swap transactions and 1,196,993 distinct FX forward
transactions.9
When issuing the proposed exemption from “swap” regulation for FX swaps and
forwards, the Secretary of the Treasury noted the “strong and coordinated oversight measures for
the foreign exchange market” that had developed since the early 1970s. The unique and robust
regulatory regime governing FX Transactions includes specific settlement arrangements (such as
CLS Bank) and, in the United States, regular reviews by the Federal Reserve of the risk
management and operational processes of major foreign exchange market participants.10
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B. FX Prime Brokerage Overview
Many market participants enter FX Transactions through prime brokerage arrangements.
Recent market data from the London Foreign Exchange Joint Standing Committee show that
prime brokerage transactions constitute approximately 28% of monthly FX spot transactions and
13% of monthly FX outright forward transactions.11
The underlying concept of FX prime brokerage is to enable an end-user counterparty
(“CP”) to obtain multiple, competitive quotations from a number of executing dealers—thereby
obtaining the best price available—while utilizing a prime broker to intermediate credit
exposure, thereby alleviating dispersion of collateral and ensuring that trade exposure meets the
CP‟s risk criteria regardless of the pricing source. The CP further benefits from this arrangement
by obtaining coordinated operational support and account maintenance from its prime broker.
At the outset, the prime broker enters into a prime brokerage agreement with the CP and
a separate set of “give-up” arrangements with various executing dealers. In the typical FX prime
brokerage arrangement, the prime broker specifies applicable trading parameters for the CP,
including specified currencies, maximum tenor, open position limits and other restrictions. The
give-up arrangements specify the method by which the prime broker generally will accept
transactions submitted by executing dealers, with a designation notice sent by the prime broker
to relevant executing dealers that specifies the CP‟s trading parameters.
At the trade execution stage, the CP seeks price quotations from its executing dealers,
selecting the executing dealer whose transaction terms the CP deems the most favorable. Once
the CP and the executing dealer agree on the transaction terms, the CP and the executing dealer
send notices containing the material terms of the proposed transaction to the prime broker,
thereby “giving up” the trade to the prime broker. If the prime broker determines, after a review,
that the terms of the proposed transaction are within the established limits for the CP (and the
material terms of the notices received from the executing dealer and the CP match), the proposed
trade is deemed accepted by the prime broker and two trades result from the give-up: the CP
faces the prime broker on the trade negotiated between the CP and the executing dealer, and the
prime broker faces the executing dealer on a mirror trade.
Prime brokerage arrangements are well-established in the FX swap and forward markets.
The FX prime brokerage market was so well established by 2002 that the Foreign Exchange
Committee of the New York Federal Reserve Bank evaluated efforts to develop specific master
agreements for these transactions, which were subsequently published in 2005.12
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III.

Treatment of FX Prime Brokerage Transactions

Irrespective of the Secretary of the Treasury‟s proposed determination, FX swap and
forward transactions are subject to the CFTC‟s External Business Conduct Rule and SDR
reporting requirements.13 Additionally, FX Transactions outside the scope of the proposed
Treasury exemption will be subject to real-time reporting. These requirements present a
compliance challenge for FX Dealers, since many CPs trade FX instruments through prime
brokerage arrangements in which they have a standing relationship with a prime broker and
negotiate individual FX Transactions with an executing dealer. These trades are negotiated and
agreed to by the CP with the executing dealer and are “given up” to the prime broker, thus
raising questions about which entity must comply with the Business Conduct and reporting
requirements.
A. Challenges Posed by Applying the Business Conduct Rule to Prime Brokers and
Executing Dealers
The Business Conduct Rule imposes requirements on FX Dealers that, in general, are
either relationship-based or transaction-based. In FX prime brokerage transactions, prime
brokers and executing dealers—both of which are typically SDs—would face challenges if each
entity were required to meet both sets of requirements. Prime brokers have standing
relationships with their CPs that would allow them to meet the relationship-level requirements,
but they do not negotiate individual transactions with CPs, making it difficult to meet the
transaction-level requirements. Similarly, executing dealers negotiate trades with CPs, which
would allow them to meet the transaction-level requirements, but they may not have standing
relationships with such CPs. In addition, executing dealers may not know the identities of
underlying accounts when a CP acts as an order placer for underlying accounts, which may
prevent executing dealers from fulfilling the relationship-level requirements.
Prime brokers conduct thorough due diligence and KYC on CPs before approving prime
brokerage accounts; executing dealers agree to negotiate FX Transactions, within the parameters
approved by prime brokers, with CPs because of the credit intermediation provided by the prime
broker. A diagram of the typical prime brokerage transaction structure is included in Appendix
A.
B.

CFTC Commentary Regarding the Business Conduct Rule and Prime
Brokers—Need for Practical Accommodation

When adopting the Business Conduct Rule, the CFTC anticipated that some transactions
subject to the requirements may require practical accommodations. “[T]he Commission expects
explore the possibility of developing industry standard master documentation for foreign exchange prime
brokerage.”); Foreign Exchange Committee, Foreign Exchange Prime Brokerage: Overview and Best Practice
Recommendations, 2005, available at: http://www.ny.frb.org/fxc/2005/fxc051219a.pdf.
13
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that for practical purposes swap dealers and major swap participants will comply with certain of
their business conduct standards duties through counterparty relationship documentation
negotiated with their counterparties well before an „offer‟ or a „recommendation‟ is made.”14 In
a footnote, the CFTC observed:
For example, the verification of counterparty eligibility, know your counterparty and the
verification of a Special Entity‟s independent representative would be completed prior to
any recommendation or offer. Other forms of documentation may suffice depending on
the circumstances. For instance, if a counterparty requests a quote from a swap dealer
with which it does not have relationship documentation, the counterparty could book the
swap through its prime broker with which the swap dealer may have prenegotiated
documentation.15
The above paragraph indicates that the CFTC specifically considered that, as a practical
matter, an executing dealer may rely on a prime broker‟s relationship documentation with the CP
to meet some of the relationship-level Business Conduct requirements.
C. Proposed Allocation of Business Conduct Rule’s Requirements between Prime
Brokers and Executing Dealers
Request 1: We propose that the obligations under the Business Conduct Rule be
allocated such that prime brokers are generally responsible for the relationship-level
requirements and executing dealers are generally responsible for the transaction-level
requirements.
Under this proposal, FX Transaction counterparties would still receive all of the
protections provided by the Business Conduct Rule.
An allocation of Business Conduct responsibilities between prime brokers and executing
dealers is appropriate because it:
provides a practical approach that reflects the transactional realities of prime brokerage
arrangements and is consistent with relevant CFTC guidance in this area;
matches the respective capabilities and roles of prime brokers and executing dealers with
responsibilities they can reasonably perform;
ensures that, in substance, all protections provided by the Business Conduct Rule are
provided to FX Transaction counterparties; and
would prevent disruptions to the FX Transaction markets.
14
15
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Although the specific allocation of Business Conduct responsibilities between executing
dealers and prime brokers would require negotiation and agreement between the two parties,
Appendix B provides an illustrative list of how the allocation might be made.16
D. Application of the Reporting Rules to FX Swap and Forward Transactions
All FX Transactions will be subject to the SDR Reporting Rule and, assuming that the
Secretary of the Treasury finalizes the FX Title VII exemption as proposed, all FX Transactions
that remain “swaps” will be subject to the Real-Time Reporting Rule (collectively, the
“Reporting Rules”).17 The Reporting Rules present practical challenges for prime brokerage
transactions because of the give-up structure. While the executing dealer and CP agree on the
terms of the FX Transaction, after the give-up the executing dealer faces the prime broker on the
trade, and the prime broker faces the CP on a mirror trade. In light of the structure and timing of
prime brokerage arrangements, there is potential confusion over which requirements of the
Reporting Rules apply to which parties in the transaction. As with the Business Conduct Rule,
these requirements can be reasonably allocated between the prime broker and the executing
dealer to fulfill the objectives of the Reporting Rules.
1. SDR Reporting
For SDR reporting, when the executing dealer and the CP reach agreement on a trade,
the executing dealer should report the resulting trade between the executing dealer and the prime
broker. If a prime broker rejects a give-up, the executing dealer would report a cancellation to
the SDR.
Because only the executing dealer, not the prime broker, negotiates the transaction terms,
the prime broker should have no reporting responsibility for the executing dealer-prime broker
transaction. After accepting the give-up, however, the prime broker will have a mirror trade with
the CP. Since the prime broker, as an SD, will be the reporting party, after the give-up the prime
broker has an obligation to report the trade between itself and the CP to an SDR. However,
given the time necessary for the prime broker to review and accept the give-up, the prime
broker‟s SDR report will necessarily follow some time after the executing dealer‟s SDR report.
2. Real-Time Reporting
The Real-Time Reporting Rule, if applied mechanically, would require two separate
reports for the two legs of the give-up, even though the pricing data is the same for both legs of
the give-up, since the prime broker-CP transaction is only a mirror of the executing dealer-prime
16
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broker transaction.18 As such, because of the timing delay associated with the give-up, any realtime report made by the prime broker would reflect stale transaction data, which might confuse
market participants. Additionally, reporting both legs of the give-up would give the impression
of a deeper market than actually exists even though there has been only one pricing event.
Accordingly, to the extent that FX prime brokerage transactions become subject to the
Real-Time Reporting Rule, this reporting obligation should apply only to the executing dealer
(for the executing dealer-prime broker trade), and not to the prime broker (for the prime brokerCP matching trade). Such a reporting arrangement would be consistent with the CFTC‟s stated
policy rationale for the Rule, which is that “real-time public dissemination of swap transaction
and pricing data supports the fairness and efficiency of markets and increases transparency,
which in turn improves price discovery and decreases risk (e.g., liquidity risk).”19
Request 2: Executing dealers would make the following reports for a trade between
the executing dealer and the prime broker: (i) an SDR report under the SDR Reporting
Rule and (ii) if applicable, a real-time report under the Real-Time Reporting Rule. Prime
brokers would make an SDR report under the SDR Reporting Rule for the prime brokerCP trade but would not make a Real-Time report under the Real-Time Reporting Rule for
such trade.
IV.

Pre-Trade Mid-Market Quotes

The Business Conduct Rule also requires dealers to disclose pre-trade the mid-market
mark of the swap.20 As noted above, however, with $4.0 trillion in daily turnover, FX already
trades in the deepest, most liquid financial markets in the world. In addition, real-time price
transparency is already widespread through single-dealer and multi-dealer electronic
communication networks that trade FX. The Secretary of the Treasury observed in the proposed
determination:
Approximately 41 percent and 72 percent of foreign exchange swaps and forwards,
respectively, already trade across a range of electronic platforms and the use of such
platforms has been steadily increasing in recent years. The use of electronic trading
platforms provides a high level of pre- and post-trade transparency within the foreign
exchange swaps and forwards market. Thus, mandatory exchange trading requirements
would not significantly improve price transparency or reduce trading costs within this
market.21
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When adopting the Business Conduct Rule, the CFTC noted that the purpose of requiring
SDs to provide pre-trade mid-market marks was to enhance transparency.22 FX Transactions,
however, already trade in markets with robust transparency. Requiring FX Dealers to provide a
pre-trade mid-market mark to CPs would not provide any meaningful benefit, since information
about trading volumes and two-sided prices is already readily available. Additionally, requiring
the pre-trade dissemination of mid-market values in FX, in light of the magnitude of the FX daily
volume, is highly impractical and may adversely impact liquidity in this market.
Request 3: For highly liquid currency pairs (e.g., G-20 currency pairs), the
requirement to provide a pre-trade mid-market mark would be deemed satisfied without
any action on the part of the executing dealer. For any other currency pairs, the
requirement to provide a pre-trade mid-market mark would be deemed satisfied if the CP
executes the trade through an electronic trading platform that provides two-sided quotes
on a real-time basis.
V.

Treatment of Non-U.S. Commodity Pool Participants in FX Transactions
A. ECP Qualification of Foreign Managed Commodity Pools

In maintaining the integrity of the institutional FX markets, FX Dealers wish to ensure
that commodity pools that are bona fide institutional participants may continue to transact as
institutional clients. The CFTC has largely achieved this in the form of the safe harbor crafted in
connection with the definition of “eligible contract participant”.
A set of questions remains, however, for foreign commodity pools whose participants are
limited to non-U.S. persons and are operated by foreign CPOs (“foreign/foreign pools”).23
Specifically, under the Commissions‟ published guidance,24 foreign/foreign pools will not be
subject to the ECP “look through” requirement (which would otherwise require all direct
investors of the pool to be ECPs in their own right to have the commodity pool qualify as an
ECP) if they are able to verify that each of their underlying investors qualify as a non-US person
based on § 4.7(a)(1)(iv) (without regard to the 10% carve-out provided in (D) of such section).
In essence, the interpretive relief requires managers of and counterparties to foreign/foreign
pools to establish that all investors in such pools are non-U.S. Persons and, if so confirmed, then
they are relieved from the obligation to determine the investors‟ ECP status. The Commissions
additionally provide in their guidance that they would expect not to bring an enforcement action
against a counterparty to a foreign/foreign pool that turns out to have U.S. investors only in the
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case where reasonable good faith efforts were made by the counterparty to verify the pool‟s ECP
status and the beneficial interest in the pool held by U.S. investors is found to be less than 10%.
The interpretative relief provided presents certain challenges. First, if the definition of
“U.S. Person” for purposes of the ECP standard is not aligned with the U.S. Person standard in
the recently issued proposed Cross-Border Guidance, FX Dealers may have to apply separate,
inconsistent standards when facing foreign counterparties. This may lead to the anomalous result
that certain commodity pools are non-U.S. Persons for purposes of the Dodd-Frank requirements
and yet are subject, as U.S. Persons, to the retail FX provisions of the CEA because they do not
qualify as ECPs for their FX trading. To avoid this result, the CFTC should consider aligning the
U.S. Person standard used in the ECP interpretive guidance with the standard it ultimately adopts
under its Cross-Border Guidance.
Second, the interpretative guidance allows FX Dealers to foreign/foreign pools to rely on
written representations confirming that each pool‟s underlying investors are not “U.S. Persons,”
as such term is defined for purposes of the ECP guidance, provided that they have a reasonable
basis to so rely. Unless a CPO to a foreign/foreign pool had previously received this
representation from each of the pool‟s underlying investors, the CPO will need to request it from
all of its investors. The unintended consequence of the interpretative guidance is that managers
of foreign/foreign pools will find it necessary to ascertain the jurisdictional status of each
underlying investor, which in effect creates the same hurdles as ascertaining ECP status. Further,
if representations are received, they would need to be refreshed each time an FX transaction is
executed by the foreign/foreign pool, which would create an on-going obligation on the part of
the pool to re-assess the non-U.S. Person status of each of its investors on each day a trade is
consummated. In effect, this will often make it impossible for these foreign/foreign pools, which
are an important part of the FX market, to transact in the global institutional market.
Substantially equivalent compliance could be achieved if counterparties to
foreign/foreign pools were permitted to rely on reasonable alternative methods of verifying the
U.S. Person status of foreign/foreign pools, rather than requiring them to obtain written
representations in all cases, again, provided that such counterparties have a reasonable basis to so
rely. For example, an FX Dealer might be able to reasonably verify U.S. Person status through
selling restrictions in applicable offering documents, legal restrictions in the foreign/foreign
pool‟s domestic jurisdiction, or other information about the pool obtained through manner of sale
or course of dealing.
Request 4: The CFTC should (a) harmonize the definition of “U.S. Person” relevant
to ECP status to align it with definitions provided in the CFTC’s Cross Border Guidance,
(b) permit FX Dealers facing non-U.S. Person pools to rely on written representations or
the FX Dealer’s own verification of a pool’s foreign status using alternative reasonable
means, provided that the FX Dealer has a reasonable basis to rely on any such means of
verification, and (c) permit verifications of U.S. Person status made at one point in time to
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be relied upon thereafter unless the FX Dealer becomes aware the information is no longer
accurate.
In addition, if the foreign/foreign pool is a non-U.S. Person, it is not clear whether the
pool will also need to meet the $5mm AUM requirement as well as the “subject to comparable
regulation” requirement under the relevant prong of the ECP definition. We believe that such
foreign/foreign pools were intended to be excluded from the ambit of the entire U.S. retail
regulatory regime, but seek confirmation from the Commissions.
Request 5: The CFTC should clarify that non-U.S. Person foreign/foreign pools are
excluded from the entirety of the FX retail regulatory regime.
B. Timing
FX Dealers also note that the effective date of these ECP provisions is December 31,
2012, which coincides with the date of rescission of the oft-relied upon exclusion from CPO
registration, § 4.13(a)(4). In order to be in a position rely on the safe harbor in § 1.3(m)(8), the
pool must be formed and operated by a CPO (or exempt under § 4.13(a)(3)). As representations
regarding a manager‟s CPO status will need to be obtained prior to the date they may be
obligated to register as CPOs, it would be appropriate for the ECP effective date to be postponed
for several months from the last date by which CPOs are required to register in order for
commodity pools to be in a position to make the appropriate representations.
Request 6: The ECP effective date should be postponed for several months from the
last date by which CPOs are required to register in order for commodity pools to be in a
position to make the appropriate representations.
C. Swap Dealer as Enumerated Party
Section 2(c)(2)(B)(i)(II) of the CEA identifies certain enumerated parties that are exempt
from the requirement to transact only with ECPs, including financial institutions, registered
broker-dealers and registered futures commissions merchants. Although not included as an
enumerated party in § 2(c)(2)(B)(i)(II), SDs are subject to similar regulatory requirements and
oversight as the enumerated parties, in particular with respect to capital, risk management, record
retention, regulatory reporting and customer protection (through the Business Conduct Rule).
Given the substantially similar regulatory regimes, SDs should receive the same treatment as the
enumerated parties under § 2(c)(2)(B)(i)(II).25
Request 7: The CFTC should treat swap dealers as an enumerated party under
CEA § 2(c)(2)(B)(i)(II).
25
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Appendix A: Diagram of Typical Prime Brokerage Transaction
1. CP and Prime Broker execute Prime Brokerage Agreement; Prime
Broker and Executing Dealer execute Give-Up Agreement; Prime Broker
sends designation notice to Executing Dealer with CP limits.

CP
4. After the ‘give-up’, Prime
Broker faces CP in a
matching trade.

Prime Broker

2. CP and Executing Dealer
negotiate and agree to terms of
transaction.

3. In ‘give-up’, if the terms from
the CP and Executing Dealer
match and are within limits, the
Prime Broker becomes the
counterparty to the Executing
Dealer on the trade.
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Appendix B: Illustrative Allocation of Business Conduct Requirements Between
Prime Brokers and Executing Dealers
This Appendix provides an illustrative allocation of Business Conduct requirements
between prime brokers and executing dealers. This proposed allocation is intended for
illustrative purposes only, and prime brokers and executing dealers would have to negotiate and
agree on any actual allocation of responsibilities.
1. Relationship-level Business Conduct Rule Requirements Applicable to
Prime Brokers
KYC: § 23.402(b).
Client True Name and Owner: § 23.402(c).
CP Consent to Form and Manner of Disclosures: § 23.402(e)-(f).
CP Confidential Information Waiver: § 23.410(c)(2).
Verification of ECP/Special Entity Status: § 23.430(a)-(c).
Notice of Right to Receive Scenario Analysis: § 23.431(b)(1).
Notice of Right to Daily Mark: § 23.431(d)(1).
Delivery of Post-Trade Daily Mark and Methodology: § 23.431(d)(2)-(3).
Clearing Disclosures: § 23.432
Political Contributions: § 23.451.
Obtaining Representations/Safe Harbors: §§ 23.402, (d); 23.430(d); 23.434(b);
23.440(b); 23.450(d).
2. Transaction-level Business Conduct Rule Requirements Applicable to
Executing Dealers
Disclosure of Swap Material Risks: § 23.431(a)(1).
Disclosure of Swap Material Characteristics: § 23.431(a)(2).
Disclosure of Pre-Trade Swap Mid-Market Mark: § 23.431(a)(3)(i) (requirement
deemed met through the transparency and liquidity of the FX market without any
further action by the executing dealer).
Development and Delivery of Scenario Analysis (if requested): § 23.431(b)(2)-(4).
3. Business Conduct Rule Requirements Applicable to Both Prime Brokers
and Executing Dealers
Policies and Procedures: § 23.402(a).
Record Retention (as applicable): § 23.402(g).
Prohibition on Fraud, Manipulation, and Other Abusive Practices: § 23.410(a)-(b).
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CP Confidential Information Protections (absent waiver): § 23.410(c).
Disclosure of Material Incentives and Conflicts of Interest: § 23.431(a)(3)(ii).
Communications—fair dealing: § 23.433.
Suitability: § 23.434 (although an executing dealer would be permitted to rely on any
safe harbor obtained by the prime broker under § 23.434(b)).
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